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Our commitment to inclusion is reflected in the core values of the school, in particular 
the Core Characteristics. 

KEY PRINCIPLES OF INCLUSION  

The following principles inform and guide our policy and practice so that all children 
are affirmed and cherished;  

• to meet the diverse and complex needs of each and every individual is 
embedded in everything that we do as a whole staff  

• it is the responsibility of the school to enable the child to access and make 
progress through the curriculum  

• equal opportunities is not the same as equal provision  
• we embrace the five outcomes outlined in “Every Child Matters”  

Above all we celebrate and affirm the diversity in our school, our community, our 
society, and our world and commit ourselves to enabling all our pupils to participate 
constructively as they grow.  
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Inclusion for us means that every child, no matter of their standard should be feeling 
about 70% success and 30% challenge; thus working in their ‘zone of proximal 
development.’ 

Enabling every child to access and make progress means that every child should be 
able to achieve in every lesson, but the design of activities and teacher expertise 
must be such that children who have grasped something more easily or quickly can 
be extended and challenged. The style of such activities is known as ‘low threshold, 
high ceiling.’ Moreover, new ideas should always be modelled to children in a range 
of ways simultaneously in order to meet the needs of all learning styles. For example, 
a maths idea such as algebra may be demonstrated using a balancing scale to 
demonstrate the equation and how to reduce both sides to discover one term, it 
could be modelled as a process on the whiteboard and children may investigate the 
roots of language such as ‘equation.’ Similarly, in addition, children will taught to 
build numbers (and take them apart again), to weigh combinations of things, to count 
on using fingers, numberlines and ‘in their heads’ as well as sometimes just using 
known facts to orientate themselves quickly through the number system.  

Throughout all our subject policies, the emphasis is on understanding things as well 
as just knowing them. New learning must be deeply embedded through multi-sensory 
experiences.  

Inclusion is made a reality through the implementation of the following policies;  

o Teaching and Learning  
o SEN  
o Single Equality Plan 
o Looked After Children  

 


